CONTINUING TO INNOVATE, YEAR AFTER YEAR

As wind energy evolves, Timken continues to impact the industry with innovative solutions crafted in collaboration with our customers. This teamwork creates products that adapt to any need and continue to last in even the toughest environments.

Industry Growth and Timken Development

America’s wind power capacity WILL INCREASE 2x by 2023*. Timken is ready for this growth, developing bearings to improve uptime and performance.

New wind technology can generate 50% MORE ELECTRICITY from those built in 2009*. Timken will answer this challenge with technology and product knowledge.

Wind power GREW 19% during 2016*. Timken contributed to this growth by introducing the Timken® Tapered Double Inner (TDI) Roller Bearing in 2016.

*Facts from American Wind Energy Association (AWEA).